Case T
This is consistent with SysML 1.4. But, the SysML 1.4 specification needs an update to handle this case correctly. I think that Target Context must be set to «block»D for this example. See separate discussion.

Target "part"D::e
Target Context
Target Property Path

Case S
This is NOT consistent with SysML 1.4. According to the specification, Target Context must be set to «block»D. Target «part»B::c
Target Context «block»A
Target Property Path «part»A::b

Case P
This is consistent with SysML 1.4. Target «part»A::b
Target Context
Target Property Path

Case R
This is consistent with SysML 1.4. But, the SysML 1.4 specification needs an update to handle this case correctly. I think that Target Context must be set to «block»D for this example. See separate discussion.

Target "part"A::b
Target Context
Target Property Path

Case Q
This is consistent with SysML 1.4.
Target "part"B::c
Target Context «block»A
Target Property Path «part»A::b

Case U
This is consistent with SysML 1.4.
Target "part"E::f
Target Context «block»D
Target Property Path «part»D::e